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Abstract:
The language of poetry has the characteristics of being distinct from the other forms of
literature. A poet, in order to make his poem impressive, selects words which besides
determining the semantic structure of a poem show a special and grand unity of sound structure.
i.e., the appreciation of a poem meaning comes from the choice of special phonemes through
the choice of special words. The objectives of this paper are to: 1- Study the relationship
between sound and sense in lyric or narrative poetry. A poem by Alkhansaa (the most famous
Arabic poetess) will be selected for studying. 2- Apply the approach of Dell Hymes to prove
the phenomena.
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 ﺣﻴﺚ إن اﻟﺸﺎﻋﺮ ﻋﲆ،إن اﻟﻠﻐﺔ اﻟﺸﻌﺮﻳﺔ ﺗﺘﻤﻴﺰ ﺑﺨﺼﺎﺋﺺ ﻟﻐﻮﻳﺔ ﻣﻌﻴﻨﺔ ﲡﻌﻠﻬﺎ ﲣﺘﻠﻒ ﻋﻦ أي أﻋﲈل أدﺑﻴﺔ أﺧﺮى
 وﻳﻨﺘﻘﻲ اﻟﻜﻠﲈت واﻷﻟﻔﺎظ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﻮﺻﻞ اﳌﻌﻨﻰ وﰲ ﻧﻔﺲ،ﺳﺒﻴﻞ اﳌﺜﺎل ﻟﻜﻲ ﳚﻌﻞ ﻗﺼﻴﺪﺗﻪ ذات أﺛﺮ ﲨﺎﱄ ﻳﻔﻜﺮ ﻛﺜﲑ ًا

ً
أﻳﻀﺎ ﻋﲆ ﺗﻮﺻﻴﻞ
 ﻓﺈن اﻟﻄﺒﻴﻌﺔ اﻟﺼﻮﺗﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﻘﺼﻴﺪة ﺗﺘﻄﻠﺐ ﻣﻨﻪ اﺣﺘﻮاء ﺗﻠﻚ اﻟﻜﻠﲈت ﻋﲆ أﺻﻮات ﺗﺴﺎﻋﺪ،اﻟﻮﻗﺖ

 ﻓﺈن إدراك اﻟﻘﻴﻤﺔ اﳉﲈﻟﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﻘﺼﻴﺪة ﻳﺘﻜﻮن ﻣﻦ ﻋﻨﴫﻳﻦ، وﺑﻤﻌﻨﻰ آﺧﺮ. و دﻋﻢ اﳌﻌﻨﻰ اﻟﺬي ﻳﻘﺼﺪه اﻟﺸﺎﻋﺮ،اﻟﻔﻜﺮة

 ﺣﻴﺚ إن اﺧﺘﻴﺎر اﻷﺻﻮات اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺪﻋﻢ ﻣﻌﻨﻰ اﻟﻘﺼﻴﺪة ﻳﺄﰐ ﻋﱪ، واﺧﺘﻴﺎر اﻷﺻﻮات،ﻣﻬﻤﲔ ﳘﺎ اﺧﺘﻴﺎر اﻟﻜﻠﲈت
ً
 ﻳﺴﺎﻋﺪ إﱃ ﺣﺪ،وأﻳﻀﺎ
، وﻫﺬا اﻻرﺗﺒﺎط ﺑﲔ اﻟﺼﻮت واﻟﻜﻠﻤﺔ ﻫﻮ ﴎ اﳉﲈل اﻟﺸﻌﺮي ﻟﻠﻘﺼﻴﺪة،اﺧﺘﻴﺎر اﻟﻜﻠﲈت

 دراﺳﺔ اﻟﻌﻼﻗﺔ-1 : ﻓﺈن أﻫﺪاف ﻫﺬه اﻟﻮرﻗﺔ ﻫﻲ، وﻣﻦ ﻫﻨﺎ،ﻛﺒﲑ ﻋﲆ ﻓﻬﻢ اﳌﻌﻨﻰ وإدراك اﳌﺠﺎل اﳊﴘ ﻟﻠﻘﺼﻴﺪة

اﳌﱰاﺑﻄﺔ ﺑﲔ اﻟﺼﻮت واﳌﻌﻨﻰ ﰲ اﻟﺸﻌﺮ اﻟﻐﻨﺎﺋﻲ أو اﻟﺮواﺋﻲ ﻷﺣﺪ ﻗﺼﺎﺋﺪ اﺑﺮز ﺷﺎﻋﺮات اﻷدب اﻟﻌﺮﰊ )اﳋﻨﺴﺎء(؛
 ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻖ ﻧﻈﺮﻳﺔ دﻳﻞ ﻫﺎﻳﻤﺰ اﻹﺣﺼﺎﺋﻴﺔ اﻟﻠﻐﻮﻳﺔ ﻹﺛﺒﺎت ﻋﻼﻗﺔ اﻟﱰاﺑﻂ ﺑﲔ اﻟﺼﻮت واﳌﻌﻨﻰ ﰲ ﻧﻤﻮذج ﻣﻦ اﻟﺸﻌﺮ-2

.اﻟﻌﺮﰊ
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Theoretical Background
Besides the main stylistic
parameters (structure and sense) of the
utterance, there is another important
thing that should be taken onto
consideration. That is the way a word,
phrase, or a sentence sounds. This
thing in certain type of communication,
vis literature, has a very crucial role to
play. The sounds of most words
acquire aesthetic effect, if they are in
combination with other words. It is
agreed that each phoneme expresses a
definite feeling or state of mind.
Galperin (1977: 123) quotes Verier a
French scientist and a specialist in
English versification as follows: “ we
should try to pronounce the vowels {a:,
i:, u:} in a strong articulated manner
and with closed eyes. If we do so, we
are sure to come to the conclusion that
each of these sounds expresses a
definite feeling or state of mind”.
The literary writers especially
poets make creative use of language by
exploiting all the phonological
possibilities of a language. They also
try to create a kind of relationship
between phoneme
and meaning.
Traugott and Pratt (1980) and
widdowson (1975) in this regard are of
the view that although sounds in

language are arbitrary and conventional,
they are, in one way or another, used to
complement meaning. These ways are
exploited particularly in poetic language
(lyric poetry). Fonagy, assures the link
between sound and content. He states:
The great semantic entropy(1) of poetic
language stands in contrast to the
predictability of its sounds. Of course,
not even in the case of poetry can we
determine the sound of a word on the
basis of its meaning. Nevertheless in
the larger units of line and stanza, a
certain relationship can be found
between sound and content.
Fonagy (1961: 212)
Bloomfield (1961:27) also has
contribution in this concern. He writes
“…in human speech, different sounds have
different meanings. To study the
coordination of certain sounds with certain
meaning is to study language”.
Galperin (1977:124) elucidates that
“the theory of sound symbolism is based
on the assumption that separate sounds due

(1) Entropy is a term in the theory of
communication and information developped by Shannon and Weaver (1949)
denoting the measure of predictability in a
message.
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to their articulatory and acoustic
properties may awake certain ideas,
perception and feeling, vague though
they might be”. Wellek (1960)
recognizes and emphasizes the role of
sound symbolism in poetry. Hymes
praises the work of those critics. He
comments “their results show that it is
rash to deny the existence of universal
or widespread types of sound
symbolism in poetry” (Hymes 1960:
112). Beg (2003) mentions that Wellek
distinguishes three degrees of sound
symbolism. The first degree is named
onomatopoeia. The second degree is
the suggestion of natural sound through
speech sound in a context. For
example: “And murmuring of innumerable bees” (Tennyson), where the
word ‘innumerable’ strengthen the
pattern in its context. The third degree
is the relation between sound and sense.
Stageberg and Anderson (1970:227)
mention that Alexander Pope (the 18th
century poet) states a principle that in
language of poetry by saying “the
sound must be an echo to the sense”).
Even psychologists support the opinion
that there is a concordance between
sound and sense.
Similarly Arabic language is full
of examples that prove the relation
between phoneme and sense. And the
Arab linguists contributed a lot in this
concern. Alnagar (1952) quotes Ibn
Jinni by saying that sound in literature

supports and not reduces the meaning.
Ashmawi(1967:39) writes ”sound and
meaning are intertwined and inseparable”.
That means there should be congruence
between them to an extent that the word
when is uttered, it gives a sense to its
mood. Ibbn Jinni confirms that in Arabic
language the strong sound is used to refer
to the strong action and the reverse (the
weak sound is for weak action). Arabs also
derived the names of some animals from
their sound for examples; they called crow
/γaq/ and duck /batta /. At the verb level,
they glean the pronunciation of some verbs
from their natural sounds such as, when we
cut something lengthily we say /qαttα αŝei/
and when we cut something from its width
we say /qαddα αŝei/ because here the
sound /t/ is longer than the sound /d/. The
selective combination of sounds to form
words in poetry makes a poem aesthetic/
impressive. For this reason the Arab
linguist Hilal (1980) says that the sounds
absolutely attract the hearing as the colours
attract the vision.
Lyric poetry has its own features that
distinguish it from the other forms of
literature. It shows the utmost exploitation
of language sound, rhythm and rhyme that
prove the congruence of sound and sense
in lyric poetry. In this regard Lynch (1953)
analysed the phoneme occurrences of
some poems of Wordsworth, Keats,
Arnold, Spencer, Calians, Marlowe,
Raleigh and Donne in order to discover the
total effect of the poem’s euphony and to
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relate its findings to the meaning. In
each poem he found that there is a
word that sums up the dominant sound
structure of a sonnet as well. Hymes
(1960) with some modifications
adopted the method of Lynch. He
studied the sound symbolism in
sonnets of Wordsworth and Keats for
the same purpose. With the help of
statistical method, Hymes (1960) came
with the conclusion that a sonnet in
general gives emphasis to specific
phonemes which are then combined in
strategically placed word which is
central to the poem. He calls that word
“a summative word”.
In his approach Hymes proposed
the following procedures that are prerequisite for the phonological anal-ysis
of a lyric poem. These procedures lead
to finding out the summative word:
1- lyric or narrative poem consisting
of 10 to 20 lines should be selected
for the analysis.
2- The entire poem should be rendered into phonetic transcription.
3- Make a separate list of consonants,
and arrange them up to the manner
of articulation. Then make another
list of vowels.
4- Find out the high ranking phoneme
among the list of consonants and
vowels.
5- Out of high ranking phonemes,
construct a word. This word is
called a “summative word”. It
should meet the following criteria:

A: It should consist of high ranking
phonemes in the poem.
B- It should appear in the poem itself.
C- It should sum up, at the semantic
level, the theme of the poem.

Practical study
On the basis of these step by step
procedures by Hymes, any poem from any
language can be analysed to observe the
interdependence between sense and
meaning. In this paper, I intend to apply
the Hymes’s statistical approach on a lyric
poem from Arabic language said by the
famous Arab poetess Alkhanaa (the era
before Islam) in order to know to what
extent sound structures help to understand
the theme and the mood of the poem.
Alkhansaa had two brothers ( Moaweiah
and Sakhr). She extremely used to love
them both. However, they were killed in
some revengeful battles which were spread
amongst Arab tribes the time before Islam.
Alkhansaa was psychologically collapsed
after that incident. From that time onwards,
she started lamenting her brothers especially the younger one (Sakhr). She is
considered as the leader of lamentable
poetry in Arabic literature. So many poems
which have been said by her carry
lamentable atmosphere. The poem under
analysis is one of them. It depicts the deep
sorrow and grief of the poetess over her
brother (Sakhr). She starts her poem by
addressing her eyes to weep for the death
of him who had the features of being
generous, hospitable and brave. The poem
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runs as follows:

Vowels

Occurrences

yæ ζəini mæləki læ təbki:nə təskæbæ

ə

(short)

99

?ið ræbə dəhrun wə kænæ dəhru riæbæ

i

(short)

72

fəbki ?əxæki li?tæmin wə?ərmələtin

æ (long)

67

wəbki ?əxæki ?iðæ jæwərti ?jnæbæ

u (short)

50

wəbki ?əxæki lixəilin kəlqætæ ζusəbən

i: (long)

5

fəqədnə
ləmmæ
wə?nhjbæ
yəζdu
bihi
mərækiluhu

θəwæ

sæbihun

səibən
Consonants

nəhdun

Occurrences

b

32

mujəlbəbun bisəwædi ləili jilbæbæ

n

30

yusəbihə
həttə
yuhæribuhum

t

18

k

18

h

17

d

13

?əqwæmən

?əu: yusləbu du:n səfi lqəumi æslæbæ
huə lfətə lkæmilu lhæmi həqi:qətuhu
mə?wə dəriki ?iðæ mæjæ?ə muntæbæ
yəhdi: rəζi:li ?ið dæqə səbilu bihim
nəhdə təlili lisζbil ?əmri rəkæbæ
?əlməjdu hulətuhu wə lju:du ζilətuhu
wəssidqu həuzətuhu?in qirnuhu hæbæ
xəttæbu məhfilətin fərræju mədlimətin
?in hæbə muζdilətin sənnæ ləhæ bæbæ
həmmælu ?əlwiətin qættæζu ?udiətin

ŝəhhædu ?ənjiətin lilwitri təllæbæ
summu lζudæti wə
?iðæ

fəkkæku ζunæti

After investigating the dominant
sounds in the poem above, we find that it
is the word /nəbki/ ‘we cry’ which is
constructed out of high ranking phonemes
on the level of sound and sums up the
theme of the poem on the level of meaning
as well. This word is also repeated many
times in the poem. That means since this
word gathers the three required criteria, it
is called “ summative word” .

læqæ lwæγæ ləm yəkun lilməuti
həyyæbæ
The high ranking phonemes of the
whole poem, according to their ranks,
are:
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The word /nəbki/ ‘we cry’
consists of five high ranking
phonemes. Three are consonants /n/,
/b/, /k/. They occur 30, 32, 18 times
respectively. And the two are vowels
/ə/, /i/. They occur 99, 72 times. The
poem has the atmosphere of sadness. It
is regarded as a psychological outlet
for the poetess. She, to the utmost, uses
the sounds that create the effect of
sadness, grief and bereavement. The
summative word /nəbki/ (we cry)
contains the plosive sound /b/, /k/.
These sounds occur 32, 18. So they are
the high ranking consonant phonemes
in the poem. Alkhansaa selects these
phonemes particularly because the
nature of their production gave her a
kind of relief from the arrested sadness
she suffers from. They are used in the
poem
like the way they
are
articulated. When we produce plosive
sounds, the air is stopped by
articulators when it comes out of the
lungs and then it is released. There are
two other plosive phonemes /t/, /d/.
They occur 18, 13 times in the poem.
They are not included in the summative
word.
However
their
frequent
occurrences support their counterparts
in the summative word. The nasal
sound /n/ has the most frequent use in
the poem after /b/. It occurs 29 times.
In Arabic language the /n/ sound is a
pre-fix added to the verb to refer to the

first person plural (we) as an agent. The
poetess wants to say that not only she who
was affected by the death of her brother
(Sakhr) but the bereavement extended to
all people who used to get help and
support from him. She starts her poem by
asking her eyes to cry with her because the
tears are the physical gestures of the
grieved heart. Alkhansaa uses the nasal
sound /n/ because through this poem she
calls all her senses and all people who love
Sakhr to share her the crying. /n/ also
expresses the deep emotion and suggests
the mood of sorrow and dejection that run
throughout the whole poem. The fricative
sound /h/ occurs 17 times. It is suited to
express the feeling of despair and dejected
mind of the poetess.
The summative word /nəbki/ (we
cry) contains two short vowels /ə/, and /i/.
They have the highest occurrences in the
poem. The /ə/ phoneme occurs 99 times
and the /i/ phonemes happens 72 times.
They are backed up by the frequent
occurrences of the other vowels /æ/, /i: /
and /u/ which occur 67, 5 and 50
respectively. The poetess largely uses the
vowel sounds because, in Arabic poetry,
they denote the sense of grief and depth of
emotion.
The word /nəbki/ ‘we cry’ with its
inflectional forms is repeated many times
in the poem. That has concordance with
the third criterion of the summative word.
Consider the following lines:
yæ ζəini mæləki læ təbki:nə təskæbæ
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?ið ræbə dəhrun wə kænæ dəhru riæbæ
fəbki ?əxæki li?tæmin wə?ərmələtin
wəbki ?əxæki ?iðæ jæwərti ?jnæbæ
wəbki ?əxæki lixəilin kəlqætæ ζusəbən
fəqədnə
ləmmæ
wə?nhjbæ

θəwæ

səibən

Here after this analysis of the
poem, I came up with the idea that the
sound in Arabic poetry contributes a lot
to comprehend the meaning. Of course,
there are some other factors involved in
that concern. However, it is noteworthy
to say that the dominance and high
occurrences of some phonemes has
good contribution and help to
understand the theme of the lyric
poetry. That is to say, the appreciation
of a poem meaning comes from the
choice of special phonemes through the
choice of special words.

Lament your brother to a poor widow and
orphans.
*wəbki ?əxæki ?iðæ jæwərti ?jnæbæ
And the same you do when you are with
others.
*wəbki ?əxæki lixəilin kəlqætæ ζusəbə
Lament your brother to the horses
organized like a flock of birds.
*fəqədnə
ləmmæ
wə?nhæbæ

θəwæ

səibən

Who lost, after his demise, spoil and
booties.
*yəζdu bihi sæbihun nəhdun mərækiluhu
A well built floating horse to run carrying
him on his back.
*mujəlbəbun bisəwædi ləili jilbæbæ
Putting on a black robe of the dark light.
yusəbihə
*həttə
yuhæribuhum

?əqwæmən

To raid the enemies at down fighting
them.

Below is the free English
translation of the poem which is
analysed in this paper:

*?əu: yusləbu du:n səfi lqəumi æslæbæ

*yæ
ζəini mæləki læ təbki:nə
təskæbæ

*huə lfətə lkæmilu lhæmi həqi:qətuhu

Oh my eyes why should not you pour
down the tears.
*?ið ræbə dəhrun wə kænæ dəhru
rəæbæ
As the time has become unreliable and
the time has always been suspected.
*fəbki
?əxæki
wə?ərmələtin

li?tæmin

Or taking their spoil out even before the
battle starts.
He is the perfect and ideal hero who used
to protect his properties.
*mə?wə
muntæbæ

dəriki

?iðæ

mæjæ?ə

The shelter of the needy people though he
comes for help once and again.
*yəhdi: rəζi:li ?ið dæqə səbilu bihim
Used to guide his people when there is no
way out left for help.
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*nəhdə təlili lisζbi l?əmri rəkæbæ

releaser for captives.

With an elevated neck challenging any
difficulty.

*læqæ lwæγæ
həyybæ

*?əlməjdu
ζilətuhu

hulətuhu

wə

lju:du

həuzətuhu?in

qirnuhu

Truthfulness is his property when his
fellows used to feel frightened.
*xəttæbu
mədlimətin

məhfilətin

fərræju

The orator of gathering the reliever of
a complain.
*?in hæbə muζdilətin sənnæ ləhæ
bæbæ
If he is afraid of some deadlock, he
used to find way out for that.
*həmmælu
?udiətin

?əlwiətin

qættæζu

The wing commander holding the flags
crossing valleys after valleys.
*ŝəhhædu ?ənjiətin lilwitri təlæbæ
The who use to grace the conventions
and the one who used to take revenge
over the enemies.
*summu lζudæti wə fəkkæku ζunæti
?iðæ
A poison for his enemies and the

yəkun

lilməuti

When he used to enter the fierce battle, he
was never and at all a afraid of the death.

The exalt is his adornment and
generosity is his attribute.
*wəssidqu
hæbæ

ləm

Conclusion
It is commonly known that the
language of poetry is characterized by
being distinct. The most common
prominent features which are considered in
writing poems is selecting and combining
sounds in a way that gives special and
aesthetic meaning for the whole poem.
Without rhythm, rhyme ,metre and etc.. in
poetry, the interest and aestheticism will
not reach the top. The statistical approach
of Hymes which are used to analyse the
lyric/ narrative poems to discover the
summative word adds a new trend of
connection between sound and sense. The
combination of high ranking phonemes is a
good way to consider the leading role of
sounds in understanding the meaning of
the whole poem. The application of this
approach on Arabic poetry is acceptable to
some extent. The statistical analysis of the
poem under study proves that selecting
special sounds contributes to understand
the general sense of the poem.
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Symbols
Symbols

place of articulation

manner of articulation

γ=غ

uvular

fricative

ζ= ع

pharyngeal

fricative

q =ق

uvular

plosive

d= ظ ض

dental

plosive+ fricative

t= ط

dental

plosive

s =ص

dental

fricative

ŝ= ش

Plata alveolar

fricative

h = ح

pharyngeal

fricative
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